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I just started playing the game on Steam but I really loved the original Dawn Break series on the phones, they are phone games
done right. No microtransactions that halt your progress, no bs, you could even play it offline. It was just spectacle action that
looked flashy and hundreds of bad guys to mow down. So what is this game? Well, basically it is an instanced Dynasty Warriors
with RPG elements. You have a selection of 3 characters: an icy swordsman, a fiery gunslinger, and a mage girl. You go on
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short levels (2-5mins) and fight dozens of monsters in an arena or 2 - until you face the boss. The combo system is very DW
style with 2 buttons (a weak and charge attack) which you mix and you also equip some fairies for a special skill like healing,
buffing and such. After the mission, you earn some new equipment and stuff and make your character stronger. The designs are
obviously very anime-like and well done. And there is a fantasy story behind it if you care about it. So the game will definitely
appeal to hack and slash fans who want some flashy action in short bursts.

Hi Everyone : Hi everyone, Dawn Break Origin-is about to be released on Steam, we are super excited, its game series has been
downloaded for more than 2,000,000 times all over the world. Dawn Break Origin-is a ARPG for single player, you can play it
total offline! You might wonder why we make the game offline? Thats because we tend to give an environment that is free from
pressure, time, and finding partner. Players can further devote into the story and enjoy what it was meant to be. Discover the
original affection inDawn Break origin- Early Access will be ready in no time, please keep in touch! Comments from Google
Play/APP Store: English User , this is the best game i ever played and also you can play it offline . i like the graphics and
gameplay . the controls are awesome . i rated this game 5 star because i like this game so much . Indonesian User , Game offline
terbaik yang pernah saya mainin Saya selalu nyari game offline tp yg seru kyk gini, akhir nya dpt juga game kyk gini, btw sya
tau nih game dari abang sya.. Early Access is Launch right now!! : Dawn Break -Origin- is release on Early Access! Important to
state that the game is fully playable, but still in development phase. It means that those who choose to get the game now will be
joining us while we learn what the community likes and expects from the game and use that to make it better for everyone.
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